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About the report
This report aims to provide the following: 

• an overview of Vietnam’s recent economic data and market information
• results of the New Labor Code survey

The New Labor Code (the new Code) was passed by the National Assembly on 18 June 2012 and came into effect on 1 May 2013. 
It contains 17 chapters and 242 articles. There were 20 decrees issued by the Government to guide the implementation of the 
new Labor Code to date. The new legislation brings in major developments associated with working hours, labor contracts, labor 
outsourcing, hiring of foreign employees and internal labor rules which allegedly strengthens the position of employees and 
however, from the employers’ point of view it reduces their flexibility on management.

In light of the above, KCS (now known as TMF Group KCS)* has conducted a survey to gather feedback from companies operating in 
Vietnam on the impact of their existing business in the last 12 months and future strategy due to the new Code.

From this report, you are able to have a better understanding on how well the companies operating in Vietnam know about the new 
Code, their overall comments and challenges facing ahead.

*In August 2014, KCS has joined TMF Group - one of the world’s leading providers of high-value business services to organizations operating and investing globally.
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Vietnam market & economy trends
Economic review & outlook

Economic growth rose in Vietnam in 2013 to 5.42%, boosted by increased exports and foreign investment.

During the year, Vietnam’s economy expanded faster than the 5.25% of 2012 but well below the 7% to 8% pace seen between 2004 
and 2007.

According to the Asian Development Bank and the World Bank, Vietnam’s economic growth is being hampered by the slow pace of 
reforms to both the banking sector and state enterprises.

The government has set a target of completing a revamp of state-owned enterprises by 2015 and has set up the Vietnam Asset 
Management Company (VAMC) to clear banks’ bad debt.

A 15.4% increase in exports in 2013 was largely due to a rebound in Vietnam’s garment and textile sectors and an increase in foreign 
investment in the electronics sector.
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The Vietnamese government expects the economy to pick up pace to expand by 5.8% this year. GDP growth was estimated at 5.4% 
in 2014 by the World Bank, and is projected to not exceed 5.5% before 2016.

“Projected growth of 5.4 % is higher than for many of the countries in the region and the world, however it is still below Vietnam’s 
potential,” says Victoria Kwakwa, the World Bank’s Country Director for Vietnam. “In the short run, the subdued economic growth is 
linked to soft domestic demand. But longer-term prospects will depend on whether Vietnam can quickly address structural problems 
that can enhance the economic efficiency and competitiveness of the country.”

The World Bank said Vietnam’s macroeconomic stability continued, enabled by easing inflation, strengthening external accounts, 
and stabilizing the foreign exchange market and supported by continued foreign direct investment flows and strong manufacturing 
exports. However, the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) restructuring, improvement on current fiscal and tax system and the tension 
with China will be challenges and potential risks for the future stability.

Vietnam’s economy appears to have had a relative brisk start in 2014, with GDP growth in the first half of the year recording a 
slightly faster pace than in the same period of the previous two years (table below). In the first quarter of 2014, Vietnam’s gross 
domestic product (GDP) grew at 4.96% compared to the same period in 2013.

*World Bank forecast
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Vietnam’s consumer price index lower in 2013

Inflation in Vietnam eased during the course of 2013 to 6.6%, well down from 9.21% in 
2012 and 18.6% in 2011.

The government has set a target of keeping inflation between 6% and 7% for 2014. 
JPMorgan has forecast a full-year inflation rate of 6.9%, while the World Bank expects 
consumer prices to rise by 7% this year.

In its bi-annual review of Vietnam’s economy, the World Bank acknowledged that the 
government had managed to substantially tame inflation.

“Headline CPI inflation has stabilized, aided by subdued credit growth and easing of 
food price increases,” the December 2013 Taking Stock report said. “The decline in core 
inflation (excluding food and energy prices) has been more gradual.”

In the first quarter of 2014, Vietnam’s Consumer Price Index was up 4.73% on the same 
period a year earlier.
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Foreign investment increased

Foreign direct investment (FDI) pledged to Vietnam rose by 36% to US$22.34 billion in 
2013, the Foreign Investment Agency reported in March.

The agency reported 1,530 new foreign-invested projects were licensed during 2013 
with a total registered capital of US$14.48 billion, a 67% increase on the previous year.

During the course of the year, US$11.5 billion of FDI was disbursed, a 10% increase on 
2012, the General Statistics Office announced in December 2013.

Japan was the biggest FDI contributor, promising more than US$5.87 billion, or 24% of 
the total FDI pledged to Vietnam last year. Singapore was the second-biggest foreign 
investor, followed by South Korea.

Vietnam’s manufacturing and processing industry attracted the largest share -- 77% -- 
of FDI, followed by the wholesale and retail sector. The real estate sector was the third 

biggest destination for FDI in 2013.

Banking sector restructure underway

Vietnam continued an overhaul of its weak bank sector in 2013, after having its 
sovereign credit ratings cut to its lowest level ever by Moody’s in September 2012 due 
to the high level of bad debts carried by the banks.

The government set up an asset management company, known as Vietnam Asset 
Management Company (VAMC), in July 2013 to acquire non-performing loans from 
Vietnamese banks.

By April this year, VAMC had bought about VND45 trillion (US$2.1 billion) of bad debt 
and planned to purchase about VND15 trillion more by the end of June, according to an 
April 22 Bloomberg News report.

In a report published in February, Moody’s estimated bad loans made up at least 15% 
of total lending by Vietnam’s banks. The State Bank of Vietnam, however, put the non-
performing loan level at 3.63% at the end of 2013.

In February, Moody’s said it was maintaining its negative outlook on Vietnam’s banking 
system.

The government seeking a contraction of the banking sector by encouraging stronger 
banks to acquire smaller less profitable lenders. State Bank of Vietnam Governor 
Nguyen Van Binh said the banking sector would contract to between 14 and 17 banks 
from the current pool of 30, the Economist magazine reported in February.
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Interest rates cut
Vietnam’s central bank cut key interest rates in March and May 2013. The second round 
of reductions lowered the refinancing rate (at which it lends to banks) to 7% from 8% 
and the discount rate to 5% from 6%.

The State Bank of Vietnam reduced the rates again in March 2014 as to further 
stimulate economic growth.

The refinance rate now stands at 6.5% and the discount rate at 4.5%.

In June 2013, the central bank cut the interest rate cap on dollar deposits to encourage 
people to exchange dollars for dong, allowing the government to increase its foreign-
exchange reserves.

The interest rate cap for short-term dong-denominated bank deposits was reduced to 
7.0% from 7.5%, the ceiling on dollar deposits fell to 0.25% from 1.0% for institutional 
depositors and to 1.25% from 2.0% for individual depositors.

Unemployment up slightly

The unemployment rate in Vietnam was low at around 2%. However, it was 
considerably higher among skilled workers according to the 2014 report by the World 
Bank. In 2013, only 18.2% of the labor force was educated with a technical or a college 
degree. There have been some improvement in recent years; however, worker skills 
and availability of skilled workers remain more serious concerns for employers than 
labor market regulations and taxes (World Bank 2013b).

Professional / Technical skills of the labor force (% of total) 
2010 2011 2012 2013

No professional or technical skill 85.3 84.4 83.2 81.8

Vocational Training 3.8 4 4.7 5.4

Technical School 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7

Junior College 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.0

University 5.7 6.1 6.4 7.1

Furthermore, there are noticeable differences between men and woman in 
employment in Vietnam. Labor force participation for females was 73.1% in 2013-Q4, 
significantly lower than the 82.3% for men mentioned in “Global Employment Trend 
2013” report.

Source: GSO (2014)
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Trade surplus posted

Vietnam posted an estimated trade surplus of US$863 million in 2013, its second 
consecutive surplus after being in deficit since 1993.

Vietnam exported US$132.2 billion worth of merchandise in 2013 and imported 
US$131.3 billion worth of goods, Vietnam’s General Statistics Office reported in 
December 2013. Both import and export values were up 15.4% on the previous year.

In the first quarter of 2014, Vietnam’s trade surplus had widened to US$1 billion, the 
GSO reported in March.

Credit growth target

The State Bank of Vietnam said in December 2013 it is targeting 12% to 14% credit 
growth in 2014.

Vietnam posted annual credit growth of 12.51% last year, higher than the 8.85% posted 
the previous year.

Stock market rose

Vietnam’s benchmark VN Index rose 22% in 2103 and the Hanoi-based HNX-Index 
ended the year 13% higher.

The market capitalization of the combined exchanges reached VND964 trillion (US$45.9 
billion) at the end of 2013, an increase of VND199 trillion (US$9.4 billion) over the end 
of 2012, according to a 2 January Viet Nam News report.

Only 13 new companies listed on the bourses in 2013, compared with 25 the previous 
year, while a record 37 stocks were delisted, the result of mergers, restructures, 
reporting losses or reporting violations.

The government plans to privatize 432 SOEs in 2014 and 2015, including the big-ticket 
initial public offerings (IPOs) of Vietnam Mobile Telecom Service (MobiFone), Vietnam 
National Shipping Lines (Vinalines), Vietnam National Textile and Garment Group 
(Vinatex) and Vietnam Airlines.
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Currency to remain stable

Vietnam’s central bank lowered the value of the dong against the US dollar by 1% in 
June 2013, the first devaluation of the currency since 2011.

The dong is able to trade by as much as 1% either side of the reference rate. The 
devaluation was the first since a record 8.5% cut in February 2011.

The State Bank of Vietnam has said that the dong will remain stable in 2014, changing 
by 1% at most during the course of the year.

Trans-pacific partnership

Vietnam is expected to benefit from the U.S.-led Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade 
pact being negotiated by 12 countries to reduce and eliminate tariffs to boost trade in 
goods and services and investment between member countries.

Once endorsed, the TPP will require Vietnam and the 11 other member-countries to 
adopt strong labor protection measures, including freedom of association, allowances 
for collective bargaining and a ban on child and forced labor.

The countries negotiating the TPP are the US, Japan, Brunei, Malaysia, Vietnam, 
Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Mexico, Chile and Peru. Their combined 
economies make up 40% of the global economy.

HSBC estimates Vietnam’s participation in the pact would boost current gross domestic 
product by as much as 10% by 2020. Once concluded, the TPP will exempt 90% of tariff 
lines of goods traded among the 12 member countries.

In a 6 March Asia Times article, former World Bank analyst Johns Hopkins and 
University professor Khai Nguyen said the TPP would bring more foreign investment 
into Vietnam.

“The TPP would ... provide the country with opportunities to diversify its economy by 
moving from exporting raw materials and producing labor-intensive goods towards 
more high-end value-added products,” Nguyen said in the article. He also pointed out 
that under current labor laws, Vietnam would be barred from being a signatory of the 
TPP.
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ASEAN economic community and labor mobility

Vietnam is one of 10 countries negotiating the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), due 
to come into effect on 31 December 2015.

Under Mutual Recognition Arrangements (MRAs) now in discussion as part of the 
AEC framework, professionals in eight fields -- accountancy, engineering, surveying, 
architecture, nursing, medical services, dental services and tourism -- will have their 
qualifications recognized in all ASEAN member countries.

The ASEAN member countries are Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, 
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.

The International Labor Organization (ILO) expects the increased labor mobility 
provisions of the AEC to result in movement of workers both into and out of Vietnam 
because its wages are close to the median for the region.

“For Vietnam, well-planned integration could lead to increased domestic productivity 
through skilled migration, but it’s important to anticipate the potential impacts of large 
numbers of skilled workers finding higher-paid work abroad through the MRAs,” ILO 
analysts Sally Barber and Max Tunon said in a December 2013 article published on the 
organization’s website.

Under the AEC, most goods and services traded between ASEAN countries will be 
taxed at 0%.
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Survey results
Who took the survey?

On 8 July 2014 KCS sent a survey to our clients and 
contacts and via business chambers to their members 
in Vietnam.

We have received 115 responses in total. The majority 
representation is from 100% foreign own type company 
(58%) and with the headquarters in Ho Chi Minh City, 
Vietnam (61%).

I AM 
IN

Executive Management
(CEO / MD / GM or equivalent)

18.2%

Director (or equivalent)
16.7%

Senior Manager
19.7%

Manager
45.5%
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3. Company type

2. Company Size in Vietnam

10.5%
North

America

22.4%
Europe

2.6%
South

America

31.6%
Asia

32.9%
Vietnam

1. Company country of origin

Automotive / Motor Vehicles / Parts 13%

Oil, Gas, Mining 2.9%

Business & Professional Services 4.3%

Trade / Wholesale / Retail 21.7%

Construction / Engineering 1.4%

Real Estate / Property Development 2.9%

IT & Telecoms 11.6%

Chemical / Biochemical 4.3%

Pharmaceuticals / Health care 4.3%

Hospitality & Tourism 1.4%

Financial Services 4.3%

Shipping / Transport / Logistics 7.2%

Manufacturing 20.3%

Central

1.3%

100%
Foreign Own

57.9%
Joint Stock
Company

9.2%
Joint Venture

Company

11.8%
Representative

Office

14.5%
Local Vietnamese

Company

6.6%

30.7% 25.3%

12%

14.7%

17.3%

Less than
50 employees

50 to 99

100 to 199

300 to 499

500 employees
and above

Ho Chi Minh City

60.5%

Hanoi

19.7%

South outside of HCMC

14.5%

North outside of Hanoi

3.9%

4. Company service sector
in Vietnam

5. Location of business
(where majority of the staffs are)
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Key findings

 General understanding about the new Code

The channels to get
update on the

New Labor Code
(multiple

selections apply)

HR
Service

Providers

39%

33%30%

25%

21%

18%

15%

Law
Firms

Local
Government

Consulting
Firms

Local 
Business

Chambers

Other
(please specify)

Local
Staff

57%
Media

newspaper
radio

television
etc.
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Engagement with
external parties 
before vs. after

(multiple
selections apply

5.0%

0.0%

10.0%

25.0%

30.0%

HR Service
provider

Engage in the past 12 months                       Consider to engage with the on-going NLC implementation

Legal firm Accounting
frim

Consulting
frim

Other
(please specify)

20.0%

15.0%

The majority of respondents (83%), in varying levels of degree, are familiar with the 
decrees and circulars issued for the new Code. Of the respondents, 75% say they are 
very or somewhat ready for any changes required as a result of updates to the new 
Code.

The survey found that the media (57%) was the key channel for receiving updates. 
This is a worrying trend as what’s reported in the local media can be inaccurate and 
incomplete. At TMF Group KCS we believe relying on the media for updates to the 
new Labor Code is a risky business practice and we would advise managers and HR 
representatives to ensure they have multiples channels for receiving information about 
changes to the Labor Code, such as HR service providers, local government websites 
and/or law firms.

A total of 60% of respondents indicated their companies have appointed external 
parties to assist with the implementation of the new Code, including legal firms (25%), 
HR service providers (18%) and consulting firms (11%). Moving forward, about 75% 
of respondents will consider seeking advice from external parties with their on-going 
strategies and implementation work.

We believe this is an encouraging sign, signaling a maturation of Vietnam’s HR and 
management practices.

Of the respondents, 53% said they thought the new Code had moderately or heavily 
impacted their business operations in Vietnam, with more than 40% stating their 
overall costs had increased by 25% or more. Only one-third of respondents said their 
total costs were unchanged.
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37%

28%

17%

3%

15% 17%

42%

30%

11%

 Work and rest time

Overtime is common in Vietnam and occurs more often for production and technical 
staff.

The new Labor Code introduced new daily and monthly limits on overtime but kept 
the annual 200-hour limit. Anecdotal evidence suggests the changes have hit the 
manufacturing industry the hardest, while our survey found that 24% of respondents 
were forced to hire additional staff as a result of the new overtime restrictions.

The more complicated restrictions in the application of overtime are having a negative 
impact on Vietnam’s productivity. To remain competitive within the Asian region, we 
believe the overtime restrictions in the new Labor Code need to be revised.

Overtime performance between production or technical staff and professional or office staff

Production or technical staff Professional or office staff

Regularly

Almost never

Occasionally

Not applicable

Seldom
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 Maternity leave

Of the survey respondents, more than 80% have received maternity leave application 
in the past 12 months, with half of those receiving more than five applications.

To cover the labor shortage caused by employees on maternity leave, 48% of 
respondents stated they would redistribute the extra work among remaining staff 
while 45% said they would hire temporary workers. Only 9% planned to outsource the 
work to service providers.

The new Labor Code extended Vietnam’s maternity leave provisions from four months 
to six months. The survey found that 36% of women who took maternity leave 
planned to take less than six months maternity leave. Survey respondents reported 
about 20% of their employees who took maternity leave had requested extended 
leave or had asked to return to work part-time at the end of their maternity leave.

It would appear the new maternity leave provisions are having the most impact 
on companies with mostly female employees, such as those in the manufacturing 
industry. Nearly half (49%) of respondents reported heavy or medium impact from the 
new maternity leave provisions, with 41% facing higher HR costs as a result of the new 
provisions.

To cover for maternity leave, organizations do (multiple selections apply)

Common behavior of the employees regarding the maternity leave (multiple selections apply)

Allocate and 
distribute extra 

work among the 
respective team

Return upon
six months

Hire temporary 
workers to fill the 

position

Further extend
the maternity

leave

Return sooner
than six months

Temporary internal 
transfer

Request for
working as
part-time

Outsource the work 
to service provider

Submit
resignation

0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

30%

30%

40%

40%

50%

50%

60%

60%
70%
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 Salary and wages

Of the survey respondents, 34% said they employed night shift workers, with 75% of 
companies in this category reporting the new night shift provisions had increased their 
costs.

We believe many companies are limiting their extra costs by not scheduling overtime 
during the night shift, creating a drag on productivity.

Several respondents said the new Code provisions in this area were not clear and they 
hoped the government would provide more guidance.

50%

81.3%

18.8%

33.7%

66.3%
YES!

YES!

NO!

NO!

19%

6%

19%

6%

Not applicable Do not know Less than 10% 11-20%Over 20%

The percentage of additional cost is 
represented to the overall costing of your 
organization with the change of overtime 
wages calculation for night shift

Do you have any 
night shift worker at 
your organization?

Do you deliberately 
schedule lesser or 
remove night shift 
overtime?
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 Labor contract / subleasing

Vietnam’s new Code legalizes labor contracting/outsourcing for the first time. However, 
a year after the introduction of the Code, only three companies in all of Vietnam are 
accredited to provide these services.

Of the survey respondents, 20% said they had used labor subleasing, mainly to limit 
headcount (28%) or for ad hoc projects (12%).

The top three areas where subleased labor may be required was for administrative 
duties (77%), information technology (35%) and sales & marketing (18%).

73%

21%

6%To be determined

Labor subleasing in organizations

The functions that organizations
plan to use labor from subleasing
company in the next 12 months 

(multiple selections apply)

Reasons for using
subleased labor

(multiple selections apply)

Administration
(incl.driver, 
security)

Other
(please 
specify)

Sales
and 

marketing

Finance General
production

Headcount
Limitation

Administration
(incl. driver,

security)

Ad hoc
projects

HR other
(please
specify)

Sales
and

marketing

FinanceGeneral
production

ITLabor
shortage

Maternity
leave

coverage

other
(please
specify)

Peak
season

HRIT

If yes, in which functions organizations use 
labor from subleasing company in the past 12 
months? (multiple selections apply)

NO

YES

80.0%

60.0%
70.0%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

35.0%

30.0%

25.0%

20.0%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

Does organization
use labor 

subleasing?
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 Foreign workers

More than 80% of respondents said they employed foreign workers in their operations 
in Vietnam.

Of those who employed foreign workers, 57% employed one to five, 11% employed six 
to ten and 17% employed more than 10.

The new Labor Code makes acquiring work permits more difficult and requires 
them to be renewed every two years instead of every three. This has increased the 
administrative burden on employers and employees, further undermining Vietnam’s 
competitiveness and productivity.

Of the respondents, 73% said there had been no change in the number of foreign 
workers in their organization.

Just over 41% of respondents said the two-year limit on work permits had significantly 
or somewhat changed their hiring patterns for foreign workers, while 35% reported the 
work permit application or renewal has been delayed in the past 12 months.

We believe there should be very clear definitions when it comes to foreign workers 
as skilled workers and professional staff are being caught up in regulations designed 
to limit the number of unskilled casual foreign workers. Vietnam is a developing 
country and, as such, will continue the need to “import” expertise to further develop. 
TMF Group KCS does not see this trend changing in the near term, especially in 
management and positions relating to newer technology.

None

About
10 persons 6-10 persons

57%

17%

17%

11%

1 -5 persons
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Nearly half of the respondents (48%) cited lack of expertise as the reason their 
company would continue to employ foreign workers in Vietnam, while 36% said they 
needed foreign employees for their connections and language skills.

Survey respondents said the new Labor Code was affecting their organizations in terms 
of cost planning (36%), localization (26%) and outsourcing (10%).

The main reasons to hire foreign 
workers for Vietnam operation
(multiple selections apply)

Given the change of NLC the aspects 
that affect your organization
(multiple selections apply)

55%

48%

15%
Not applicable

36%

Lack of expertise

Management 
decision

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Cost planning

Localization

Outsourcing

Others
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 Others

Over half of the respondents (51%) said their workplace was unionized, with a further 
7% saying they were in the process of being unionized. The majority (59%) said they 
had an existing employee committee before the new Labor Code came into effect.

The periodic dialogues required by the new Labor Code are being performed at 
57% of companies, according to the survey, with the talks mostly organized by HR 
departments and management. However, the Labor Code contains no guidance on 
how records of these meetings should be kept or how companies can prove their 
compliance to these sections of the new code.

Number of dialogues on request

The function / department that is responsible for 
organizing the periodic dialogues
(multiple selections apply)

Practiced in the past 12 months VS.Number of periodic dialogues practiced

in the past 12 months

None

1-4

1-3

4-5

Above 5

Above 4

None

Number of dialogues on request in 

received in the past 12 months

44%
71%

18%

4%

7%

41%

15%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

External PartiesEmployee representativeManagement Other (please specify)HR
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• The lukewarm response to the new Labor Code suggests the legislation has done 
little to improve conditions for workers or for companies. TMF Group KCS believes a 
lot more work needs to be done in this field yet, worryingly, the government has 
not given any indication of the next steps that will be taken to continue improving 
employment conditions. 

• TMF Group KCS is concerned at the number of companies who say they rely on the 
media as their major channel to obtain information on Vietnam’s new Labor Code. 

• The survey shows the new code is impacting operations in Vietnam by increasing 
costs and the administrative burden. 

• Some requirements of the new Labor Code remain unclear, especially the 
regulations governing overtime and how records of periodic dialogues should be 
kept. 

• Contracted subleased/outsourced labor, as set out in the Labor Code, is not yet a 
widespread practice though recently new licenses as per the new code are being 
issued to a few operators. 

• The restrictions on foreign workers are impacting companies’ operations in Vietnam 
but this won’t stop companies employing foreign workers because of the lack of 
expertise in the local labor force. 

• The government needs to clarify how the labor mobility agreements will affect 
Vietnam’s labor force. The country’s young and educated workers, one of the 
compelling reasons Vietnam is so attractive as a destination for foreign investment, 
could seek greener pastures once the labor mobility measures are adopted. This 
kind of “brain drain” could have a negative impact on Vietnam’s economy.

 Summary
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Questionnaire
General

1. From which channel do you usually get update regarding the Labor Code? (Select all that apply)

Local Staff

Local Government

Local Business Chambers

Law Firms

Consulting Firms

HR Service Providers

Media (newspaper, radio, television etc.)

Do not get any regular update

Others (please specify)                                                                         
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2. To what degree of familiarity of you / your organization to all the changes and 
subsequent decrees and circulars issued for the New Labor Code?

Very familiar Somewhat familiar

Moderately familiar Minimal awareness / knowledge

Not at all

3. How ready do you consider yourself / your organization for the change of the New 
Labor Code?

Very ready Somewhat ready

Not fully ready Not ready at all

Do not know

4. Does the New Labor Code impact your business operations in Vietnam?

Heavily impacted Moderately impacted

Minimal impacted No impact

Not able to assess at this time

Work and Rest Time

5. How often is overtime performed within your organization by professional / office 
staff?

Regularly Occasionally

Seldom Almost never

6. How often is overtime performed within your organization by production / 
technical staff?

Regularly Occasionally

Seldom Almost never

Not applicable

7. The professional / office staff practice ____________ regular working hours per 
week.

40 hours 41 – 45 hours

48 hours Others (please specify) _____________
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8. The production / technical staff practice ____________ regular working hours per 
week.

40 hours 41 – 45 hours

48 hours Not applicable

Others (please specify) _____________

9. Does your organization practice extended shifts (8 hours plus per shift up to 12 
hours regular shift pattern)? O Yes

No If yes, please specify ____ hours

10. Total number of overtime hours in your organization has _____________ under 
the New Labor Code?

Increased Decreased

Remained the same Do not know

By what % _____ if known

11. As a result of the unchanged 200 hours limitation, do you / your organization have 
to hire additional headcount to fulfil delivery of service?

Yes No

12. 12. As a result of the unchanged 200 hours limitation, do you/ your organization 
have to engage an outsource provider for temporary staff to fulfil delivery of 
service?

Yes No

13. Additional comments on the work and rest time change
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Maternity Leave

14. How many employees have applied maternity leave in the past 12 months?

Above 5  4-5

1-3 None

Do not know

15. What did you / your organization do to cover for maternity leave? 
(Select all that apply)

Hire temporary workers to fill the position

Outsource the work to service provider

Temporary internal transfer

Allocate and distribute extra work among the respective team

Not applicable

16. What is the common behavior of the employees at your organization regarding 
the maternity leave? (Select all that apply)

Return sooner than six months

Return upon six months

Further extend the maternity leave

Request for working as part-time

Submit resignation

Not applicable

17. To what extent is your business unit being affected by the extended maternity 
leave?

High Middle

Low No impact at all

Do not know
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18. To what level the extended maternity leave has impacted on the HR cost?

Increased Decreased

Remained the same Do not know

By what % _____ if known

19. Additional comments on the maternity leave change

Salary / Wages

20. Do you have any night shift worker at your organization?

Yes No

If yes, by what _____% of the total number of staff

21. Based on the change of overtime wages calculation for night shift, what 
percentage of additional cost is represented to the overall costing of your 
organization? 

Less than 10% 11-20%

Over 20% Not applicable

Do not know

22. As a result of the change of overtime wages calculation for night shift, do you / 
your organization deliberately schedule lesser/ remove night shift overtime? 

Yes No

23. Has day time overtime increased as a result to reduce / remove night shift 
overtime?

Yes No

24. Additional comments on the salary / wages change
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Labor Contract

25. Does your organization pay probationary wages as suggested by the law?

Yes No

26. How many employees have reported of having more than 1 contract at the same 
time in the past 12 months? 

None 1-3

Over 3 Do not know

27. Do you envision more employees to come forward to report of having more than 
1 contract at the same time going forward?

Yes No

Do not know

28. Has your organization incurred additional cost as a result of having to compensate 
employees who has more than 1 contract and that your organization is not the 
one to pay into the system?

Yes No

Not applicable

29. Additional comments on labor contract change

Labor Subleasing 

30. Does your organization use labor subleasing? 

Yes No

To be determined
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31. If yes, in which function(s) does your organization use labor from subleasing 
company in the past 12 months? (Select all that apply)

Administration (incl. driver, security)

Sales and marketing  Finance

HR IT

General production Others (Please specify____________)

32. In which function(s) does your organization plan to use labor from subleasing 
company in the next 12 months? (Select all that apply) 

Administration (incl. driver, security)

Sales and marketing Finance

HR IT

General production Do not know

Not applicable Others (Please specify____________)

33. What are your reason(s) for using subleased labor? (Select all that apply)

Headcount limitation Labor shortage

Maternity leave coverage Peak season

Ad hoc projects Others (Please specify _____________)

Not applicable

34. Is 12 months a reasonable sublease period in your opinion for the operation you 
are involved in?

Yes No   

Not applicable

35. In your opinion what will be the suitable sublease period for the operation you are 
involved in if a limitation must be given?

Up to 12 months Up to 24 months

Up to 36 months Indefinite 

Do not know

36. Are you satisfied with the service level you received from your labor sublease 
provider in general? 

Yes No

No comment Not applicable
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37. Is your labor sublease provider(s) able to meet your needs in quality of the labor 
requested?  

Yes No

No comment Not applicable

38. Is your labor sublease provider(s) able to meet your needs in quantity of the labor 
requested?  

Yes No

No comment Not applicable

39. Is your labor sublease provider(s) able to respond to your just-in-time request?  

Yes No

No comment Not applicable

40. Additional comments on labor subleasing change

Foreign Workers

41. How many foreign workers are employed in your organization?

1-5 6-10

Above 10 None

42. The maximum 24-months work permit has ________ influenced your hiring 
pattern of foreign workers. 

Significantly Somewhat 

Slightly  Not 

Not applicable

43. The total number of foreign workers in your organization has ________ as a result 
of this change. 

Increased  Decreased

Remained the same Not applicable

By what _____% if known
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44. Work permit application or renewal has been _________ in the past 12 months as 
a result of this change.

Rejected Delayed

Cancelled Not applicable

45. In what aspect(s) does the change affect you / your organization? (Select all that 
apply)

Cost planning Localization

Outsourcing Do not know

Not applicable Others (Please specify _____________)

46. Will your organization continue to employ and deploy foreign workers to Vietnam?

Yes No

Maybe Not applicable

47. What are the main reasons for your organization to hire foreign workers for your 
Vietnam operation? (Select all that apply)

Management decision

Lack of expertise

Foreign connection and language skills 

Not applicable

Others (Please specify _____________)

48. Additional comments on foreign workers change

Others

49. Is your organization unionized?

Yes No

In the process
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50. Does your organization have an employee committee?

Yes No

51. Has your organization set up a schedule for the periodic dialogue? 

Yes No

Do not know

52. How many periodic dialogues have you practiced in the past 12 months?

Above 4 1-4

None

53. How many dialogues on request have you received in the past 12 months?

Above 5 4-5

1-3 None

54. Which function/department is responsible for the organizing of the periodic 
dialogues?  (Select all that apply)

Management HR

Employee representative External parties

Do not know Not applicable

Others (Please specify _____________)

55. How long does a periodic dialogue usually last?

More than 1 hour 30 minutes to 1 hour

Less than 30 minutes Not applicable

56. What are the topics generally discussed at a periodic dialogue?  
(Select all that apply)

Benefits and employee interests

Ad hoc matters

Company policy

Industry issues

Not applicable

Others (Please specify_______)
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57. In your opinion, is the periodic dialogue welcomed by the employees in general?

Yes No

Do not know Not applicable

58. In your opinion, is the periodic dialogue beneficial to your organization from a 
management standpoint?

Yes No

Do not know Not applicable

59. Additional comments on union / periodic dialogue change

Overall 

60. In the past 12 months, did you / your organization engage any of the following 
external parties to assist with strategies/impact analysis/implementation of the 
New Labor Code? (Select all that apply)

HR service provider Legal firm

Accounting firm Consulting firm

Not applicable Others (Please specify _____________)

61. Will you / your organization consider engaging any of the following external 
parties to assist with the on-going strategies / implementation of the New Labor 
Code? (Select all that apply) 

HR Service provider Legal firm

Accounting firm Consulting firm

Not applicable Others (Please specify _____________)

62. Considering there is cost impact to your organization due to the implementation of 
New Labor Code,  the overall cost has 

Increased within 25%  Increased over 25%

Remained the same  Decreased within 25%

Decreased over 25% Not applicable
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63. Compared to 2014 budget, what is your / your organization’s forecast on the 
upcoming budget related to the New Labor Code?

Increase budget over 20% Increase budget from 10-20%

Increase budget from 0-10% Remain the same

Not yet finalized

64. Other general comments 

General Information

65. I am in 

Executive Management (CEO/MD/GM or equivalent)

Director (or equivalent)

Senior Manager

Manager

Others (Please specify _____________)

66. Company country of origin

North America

South America

Europe

Asia

Vietnam

Others (Please specify _____________)
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67. Company service sector in Vietnam

Automotive/Motor Vehicles/Parts

Chemical/ Biochemical

Construction/Engineering

Financial Services

Business & Professional Services

Hospitality & Tourism

IT & Telecoms

Manufacturing 

Oil, Gas, Mining

Pharmaceuticals/Health care

Real Estate/Property Development

Shipping/Transport/Logistics

Trade/Wholesale/Retail

Others (Please specify _____________)

68. Company type

100% Foreign Own Joint Stock Company

Joint Venture Company Representative Office

Local Vietnamese Company

69. Company size in Vietnam 

500 employees and above 300 to 499

100 to 199 50 to 99

Less than 50 employees

70. Location of business (choose where majority of your staff are)

Ho Chi Minh City Hanoi

South outside of HCMC North outside of Hanoi

Central
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